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REFEREES, SCORER’S TABLE AND COMMISSIONERS

RIGHT OR WRONG?

QUESTIONS
1. A3 has been in the team B restricted
area for two seconds when A3 releases a shot for a goal. The ball strikes
the backboard but does not touch the
basket rim and then rebounds to A3
who is still within the restricted area.
A3 gains immediate control of the ball
and then pivots in the direction of the
basket in preparation for releasing a
new shot for a goal. Shall a 3-second
violation be charged to A3?
2. A5 is awarded one free throw. Coach B
instructs team B players that they not
occupy lane places during the free
throw. Shall a technical foul be charged
to coach B?
3. A2 appears to be injured and coach A
comes onto the playing court to assess
A2's injury. After 50 seconds has passed, A2 has recovered and is prepared
to continue participating. Team A has
no substitutes available. Shall A2 be
permitted to remain in the game without
penalty?
4. Team A has had control of the ball for 4
seconds in the team A backcourt when
a double foul is committed. When play

resumes, shall team A have only 4
the basket when the ball is touched by
seconds remaining in which to cause
A4. Has A4 committed interference with
the ball to move to the frontcourt of
the free throw?
team A?
8. During a loose ball situation, A2 gains
5. While A3 is dribbling the ball in the team
control of the ball while lying on the
A backcourt, A5 remains in the team B
floor. A2 then rolls in an attempt to pass
restricted area for more than 3
the ball to A4. Has A2 committed a traseconds. Has A3 committed a 3-second
vel violation?
violation?
9. The assistant coach of team B reque6. B3 fouls A2 during A2's unsuccessful
sts a time-out? Shall the time-out be
shot for a goal, after which A4 fouls B4
granted?
before the ball has become dead. The 10. A5 is wearing protective equipment on
officials award A2 two free throws, to
A5's upper arm. The equipment is suffibe followed by the awarding of a throwciently padded. Shall A5 be permitted to
in to team B. Following the free throws
participate in the game?
by A2 but before
the ball can be
ANSWERS
placed at the
1. No. (Art. 26.1.1; team 3. Yes. (Art. 19.2.4)
disposal of a
control ended with the 4. Yes. (Art. 28.2.2)
team B player for
release of the ball on 5. No. (Art. 26.1.1)
the
throw-in,
the first shot for a 6. Yes. (Art. 19.4.1,
team A requests
goal)
final paragraph)
that A8 substitute
2. No. (Art. 43.2.4; although 7. No. (Art. 31.2.5,
for A2. Shall the
a team is "entitled" to
third bullet)
substitution be
lane places, it is not 8. Yes. (Art. 25.2.3)
permitted?
required that the lane 9. Yes. (Art. 18.1)
7. A final free throw
places be occupied)
10. Yes. (Art. 4.4.2)
by A1 is within
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